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This is the first ina series ofpapers deahng with the theory of modules 
over valuation ri gs. Ithas been observed that avariety ofconcepts and 
basic results in abelian group theory can be extended, mutatis mutandis, to 
modules over valuation ri gs, and several other results, which require drastic 
modification for valuation rings, can also be dealt with by suitably 
generalizing ideas of abelian group theory. Our purpose is to develop 
techniques formodules over valuation ri gs; actually, these are the simplest 
kind of commutative non-noetherian rings. Our point of departure is abelian 
group theory inthe local case when the groups are merely modules over Z,, 
the integers localized at a prime p, which is a discrete, rank one valuation 
domain. Inthe process ofgeneralization, the most attractive and frequently 
used properties ar  sacrilied, pleasant properties we are so accustomed to in 
abelian groups are gone; in return, we learn new features anddiscover new 
phenomena inthe behavior ofmodules. 
Several results are known on modules over valuation ri gs R; see the 
references [3-lo] rthe survey article 121. This paper is devoted tothe study 
of uniseriul R-modules, i.e., those R-modules inwhich the submodules form 
a chain. As far as the simplicity of he structure is concerned, these are 
second only to cyclic modules. They have been investigated by Shores and 
Lewis [9]; we make use of their results, e pecially, their description of 
endomorphism rings. 
We study various a pects ofthese modules with special emphasis ontheir 
quasi- and pure-injectivity, as well ason the existence of pure uniserial 
submodules in torsion R-modules. In some cases, asexpected, more explicit 
results can be established onlyunder the additional hypothesis that R is 
almost maximal. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, all rings are valuation rings, that is, commutative rings 
with Iwhose ideals are totally ordered byinclusion. hismeans that for all 
a, b E R, either b E Ra or CI Elib. The elements of which are non-units 
form the unique maximal ideal P,while the set of zero-divisors  a prime 
ideal Z of R; it contains the nilradical N which is the minimal prime ideal of
R. 
Let Q denote the classical ring of quotients of ; in this case, every 
element ofQ, not in R, will be of the form r-i for some regular element 
r E R (a regular element isone that is not a zero-divisor). 
A valuation ri g R is called maximal if asystem of congruences 
x E r,(mod Lk) (k E K:x 
where rk E R, L, are ideals ofR and K is an index set, has a solution n 
provided that each of its finite sub-systems is solvable in R. In other w 
if R is linearly compact in the discrete topology. R is almost maximal i
is linearly compact for every ideal L f 0 of R. The prototype foran almost 
maximal valuation d main is the ring Z, of integers localized at a prime p, 
while that for amaximal valuation d main is the ring izf of p-adic ntegers 
(the completion of Z, in its p-adic topology). 
We use the standard notation and terminology. Notethat < will be used 
for inclusion between modules, while < is reserved for proper inclusion 
E(M) will denote he injective hullof the module M. 
2. IDEALS 
Two ideals, I and J, of the valuation ri g R are called quiuakent, i  
notation: 1 -J, if for some 0 # r E R, either I = P-J or J = r1; equivalently, 
either J =I : Y or I = J : Y (see Nishi [7]). This is in fact an equivalence 
relation on the set of non-zero proper ideals ofR such that 
@R/I) = E(R/J) if and only if I-J. 
It is easy to see that if R is a domain, then I- J means 1E J. 
Let I(@, R) be an ideal of R, and consider the set 
p={sER/sI=I}. 
This is a multiplicatively closedsubset ofR, and it is straightforwar 
that Rb = I* is a prime ideal of R containing I. As the ideals ar
ordered byinclusion, N ,< I*. An ideal I f 0 is called archime 
in other words, if rI = I implies that ris a unit in R. 
481/85/1-2 
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By a regular ideal I is meant one which contains a regular element ofR. 
Thus I is regular exactly ifit properly contains Z. For an R-module M,
Aut M will denote he group of R-automorphisms of M and End M the ring 
of all R-endomorphisms of M. 
LEMMA 1 (Shores and Lewis 191). For a regular ideal I of a valuation 
ring R, we have 
AutI=pup--’ and EndI=R,*, 
the localization of R at the prime I*. 
Thus Iis archimedean if d only if Aut I is the group of units inR if and 
only if End I = R. 
For ideals I and J of R, we define 
I:J=(qEQjqJ<I}. 
If R is a domain, every homomorphism J --f I is simply a multiplication by 
some qE Q. Consequently, in this case we have Hom,(J, I)g I : J (this an 
R-isomorphism). 
By the annihilator of an element a in a module M is meant he ideal 
Anna= {rER jra=O]. 
M is torsion ifAnn a # 0 for all aE M, and torsion-free if Ann a = 0 for all 
0 # a E M. Torsion and torsion-free modules are primarily considered for
domains only; results to be formulated fortorsion modules over almost 
maximal valuation ri gs R hold for all R-modules whenever R fails tobe a 
domain. 
The, annihilator Ann M of a module M will be defined todistinguish 
between the cases when M contains an element ofminimal annihilator or 
does not. Setting I = fi {Ann a 1 a E M}, detine 
AnnM=I or It 
according as there exists ana, EM with Ann a, = I or Ann a > I for all 
a E M. We regard Iias a larger annihilator thanI, but smaller than Jif Jis 
an ideal of R that properly contains I. 
The following s a useful rule for annihilators: if ru # 0and rM # 0, then 
Anna=rAnnra and Ann M = r Ann rM, 
respectively. 
As usual, for an ideal I of R and an R-module M, IM denotes the 
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submodule ofM that consists of elements of the form C rkxk with rk E I and 
is a valuation ri g, then one of Ye divides all others, so we have 
Et is routine tocheck that for any ideal I of R and su~modu~e 
have 
3. UNISERIAL MODULES 
A module is called uniserial ifits ubmodules are totally ordered by
inclusion (other terminologies: serial or chain module). Evidently, a 
valuation ri g 6( is uniserial as  module over itself, and its ring of quotients 
is likewise a uniserial R-module. It is obvious that s~brnod~~es and quotients 
of uniserial modules are again uniserial. 
We associate with auniserial module U over avaluation ri g R two ideals 
of as follows: 
U,={vER/ru=OforsomeOfuEU! 
and 
lJ,=(rERIrlJ<U). 
Obviously, U, is just he join of all Ann u (0 # u E U). It is readily checked 
that both U, and U, are prime ideals ofR. We show next: 
Equality holds khenever Ann U = I. 
Suppose, byway of contradiction, that s& U, satisfies s E I*, i.e., ~1 <I. 
Therefore I < S-II, and some 0 # u E U satisfies I< Ann u < S- ‘I. Pick an 
r E s-‘1 not in Ann u; then 0# ru E U is annihilated by s. ~o~seq.~en~~~, 
s E U,, and the arising contradiction establishes I” < U,. 
Let z+, E U have annihilator I, and let s&I*, su = 8 for s
Then s G? Iand su, # 0; hence uE Rue, u = rq, for some r 
srq, = 0, we have r & I and sr E I, But s 6? I* means d = I, Le., I = ~~“1. 
thus rE s-“I= Iis a contradiction, proving the impossibility of I* < U, 1 
The following example shows that if Ann U = I*, then proper inclusion 
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I* < U,, is possible. Let R be a valuation d main such that its quotient field 
has a valuation v with the value group r= Q @ Q, ordered 
lexicographically. Let {~1,},,~ be astrictly increasing sequence ofpositive 
rationals converging to 1. Set 
and 
J, = {r E R / v(r) = (a, p) with (a, p) > (a,, 0)). 
Define the inclusion mapR/J, ‘R/J,+, by sending 1 +J, to rn+ Jn+l, 
where rn has value a,+ i- a,, and let U= lint R/J,,. Visibly, U is a uniserial 
R-module with Ann U = fl J, = I*. Here I* = {r E R ) v(r) = (a, /I) with 
a > 0). If s E R such that v(s) = (an, -1) for some ~1, then u= s + J, is a 
non-zero element ofU whose annihilator contains elements ofvalue (0, 1); 
hence I* < U, holds. 
The fact hat uniserial modules whose annihilators are of the form I 
behave differently from those whose annihilators are ofthe form 1+ was first 
pointed out by Shores and Lewis [9]. They established a number of 
properties of uniserial modules and described their endomorphism rings. 
In the special case in which R is an almost maximal valuation d main, the 
uniserial R-modules can be characterized without difficulty in a rather 
explicit fashion. 
THEOREM 3. A module U over an almost maximal valuation d main R
is &serial if and only if it is of the form 
U z J/I, 
where I( J are R-submodules of Q. Moreover, J/I zJ’/I’ exactly 5fI’ = qI 
and J’ = qI for some 0 # q E Q. 
It is clear that J/l is uniserial for all 0< I < J < Q. Conversely, suppose U 
is uniserial. Thenits injective hullis indecomposable, nd hence isomorphic 
to E(R/I) for some ideal I of R. As R is almost maximal, E(R/I) = Q/I [6], 
so U is a asserted. 
In order to prove the second claim, assume J/Z zJ’/P for 0< I < J < Q 
and 0 < 1’ < J’ < Q. If I = 0, then I’ = 0 and J z J’, and the assertion 
follows. On the other hand, if I # 0, then E(J/I) r E(J’/I’) implies that 
I = 41’ for some 0 # q E Q. Replacing J’ by qJ’, the proof is reduced tothe 
case I= I’ # 0. 
Suppose I # 0 and 4: J/I + J’/I is an isomorphism. If J= Q, then J’ = Q, 
too. Without loss of generality, we may thus assume J’ <J < R. Let 
b E J\J’, #(b -t I) = r + I (r E J’), so there is a qb E R such that r= q,b. 
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The system of congruences x z qb (mod b- ‘I) is finitely solvable, so by 
almost maximality, it has a solution x = 4 E Q. Thus d acts as multiplication 
y q; hence J’ = qJ. For a E J/I, Ann a = Ann qa implies a-II = q- ‘a - “I. 
i.e., I = qI. This completes heproof of Theorem 3. 
From this proof it is clear that every endomorphism of J/I (J# Q) is a 
multiplication by some element q E Q. Using this observation, we can 
deduce: 
PROPOSITIQN 4. Let R be an almost maximal valuation domain and 
U FZ J/I a uniserial R-module, where 0 < I < J < R. Then 
Aut Uz AutInAutJ and End U z (End Jf? End I)/(I : J). 
Furthermore, End Q/I, for I # 0, is isomorphic to the ~om~~etio~ f
S = End I in its S-topology. 
As noted, anendomorphism of U is a multiplication by s me q E 
satisfies qJ<J and qI < I. Hence there is a surjective map
#: End Jn End I+ End U; its kernel consists of all qE with qJ < I, i.e., 
Ker 4 = I : J (which is an End J-ideal indeed). From the remarks the First 
two assertions f llow. 
t is readily seen that he canonical m p v/: S-+ End 
finite opology ofEnd Q/I induces a topology on S where a base of 
neighborhoods f 0 is given by the ideals ofS isomorphic to SI = I. This 
coincides with the S-topology. In order to complete he proof, itsuffices to 
verify that I,YS isdense in End Q/I which is routine tocheck. 
4. QUASI-INJECTIVE UNISERIAL MODULES 
A module I!4 is called quasi-injective if every homomorphism ofa 
submodule ofM into M is induced byan endomorphism of M. It is well- 
known that a module is quasi-injective xactly ifit is a fully invarian; 
submodule ofits injective hull. Our objective here is to find the quasi- 
injective uniserial modules over almost maximal valuation d mains. Without 
loss of generality, we may restrict ourselves to the torsion case, asuniserial 
torsion-free quasi-injectives are necessarily injective, and thus isomorphic to 
k?. 
We require a preliminary lemma. Recall that he tmce of a module N in a 
module M is the submodule ofM generated by all yN for vE Hom,(N, M). 
EEMMA 5. Let R be an almost maximal valuation domain and iet I, J, E 
be non-zero ideals of R such that I< J. Then the irace of J/4 in 
J(L : 1)/L. 
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Let q: J/I+ Q/L be an R-homomorphism. Ker q is clearly ofthe form 
q-IL/I for some q E Q; hence q EL :I. As Im q z J/q-IL, we must have 
Im q = Jx/L for some x E Q. By Theorem 3, there is an a E Q such that 
Ja =Jx and aq-‘L = L, i.e., aq-’ E Aut L and xa-’ E Aut J. As q [and x] 
can be multiplied by any element of Q which acts as an automorphism ofL 
[and J, respectively], q = a = x can be assumed. 
On the other hand, for every qE L : I, the map q: y t+ qy $ L (y E J) is 
an R-homomorphism ofJ/I into Q/L. Consequently, thetrace of J/I in Q/L 
is generated by all Jq/L with q EL : I; this is exactly the submodule 
J(L : I)/L of Q/L, as claimed. 
If R is an almost maximal valuation domain, then Q/I is injective. Hence 
J/I is quasi-injective exactly ifthe trace of J/I in Q/I is J/I itself. From the 
preceding lemma we obtain at once: 
PROPOSITION 6. Over an almost maximal valuation domain R, a 
uniserial R-module’ J/I(0 < I < J < Q) is quasi-injective if and only if (as 
subrings of Q) 
End I < End J. 
All what we have to add is that J(I :I) < J is equivalent to I: I < J: J. 
From the last result we see that, for almost maximal domains, J/I is 
always quasi-injective if I is an archimedean ideal. Furthermore, R/I is 
quasi-injective: exactly ifI is archimedean. 
Let R be a valuation ring, U, a uniserial R-module and E, an injective R- 
module containing U.It is straightforward to verify that he quasi-injective 
submodule of E, generated by U, consists ofall xE E such that gu =x for 
some#EEndEanduEU. 
Note that a valuation domain R may have a non-trivial quasi-injective 
uniserial torsion module, even if R is not almost maximal. (For example, ifR 
has a non-archimedean value group.) 
5. HEIGHT 
The notion of height, which plays adecisive role in the theory of abelian 
groups, has a suitable analogue inmodules over valuation domains R. Here 
it is defined ina slightly different waywhich is, however, equivalent to he 
usual definition f R is a rank one discrete valuation domain. 
For an R-module A4 and an element a E M, let D(a) denote the set of all 
submodules J of Q sudh that R <J and there is a homomorphism 
a:J+M 
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satisfying I$ 1) = a. Define 
as the height-ideal of  in M (it is either a fractional ideal or
that, for rf 0 in R, r-l f H,,(a) exactly ifTX = a is 
Furthermore, define 
h,(a) = ffda)/R 
as the height of a in M. Thus the height of a is a uniseriaP (torsion) R- 
module of the form U = I/R. 
The height U is called a non-limit ora limit height actor 
or not; i.e., B(a) does contain a maximal submodule ord 
disiingu~s~ in notation and write U- for the hmit height and U for the noa- 
The heights ofelements ina uniserial module are non-limit 
is almost maximal. 
lmmu 7. For every uniserial module Ur I/R, both U and hi- can be 
realized asheights, except for U- with U cyclic. 
Obviously, I E Ihas exactly height U in I. It, Is clear that if 
principal ideal, then it is in 53(a). If ?J is not cyclic, .e., I is not a principal 
ideal, then consider a generating set(qk}kcK for I. As qk 6? R can be chosen, 
q;l E R, so we can define anR-module M generated by aset {a, okjkaK with 
the defining relations 
q;Ia,=a for all k E K, 
It is readily seen that h,W(a) = U-. 
For instance, h,&a) = Q/R means that ck is contained asubmodu~e of
the form Q/L, L an ideal of R, while h(a) = <Q 
rM (i.ee9 a isof “infinite height” in
note the set of all heights for R-modules, i.e., the set of ail 
modules U 2 I/R with R <I < Q, and ali symbols U- for hi non- 
cyclic. ;I; can be totally ordered inthe obvious way: for U a proper 
submodule ofYE C, we set U < V or U < V- < V according as Y- does 
not exist ordoes. Note that 0is the smallest andQ/R is the largest element 
of .Z, and an element of2 has an immediate predecessor if and only if it is a 
height. 
the nonzero elements ofR operate on2 in the fo‘ollowing way: if 
and OfrER, we set 
r-‘U= r-II/R and rp’U- = (P-‘U)-. 
The next lemma is obvious from the definitions. 
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LEMMA 8. For all x, y E M and r E R \O, the following inequalities hold: 
0) k&x + Y> 2 h.,(x) n hA.G 
(ii) h,(rx) >, r-‘h,(x). 
Equality holds in (i) if h,(x) # h,(y), and in (ii) fr is a unit of R. 
It is clear that heights cannot decrease under homomorphisms. 
The elements of Z will be denoted byGreek letters p, o,...  For 0 E 27, we 
set 
Mu= {aEMJh,(a)>u}. 
This is, in view of Lemma 8, a submodule ofM. These M” are fully invariant 
in M and satisfy: p > CT in C implies MP GM”. Manifestly, h,(a) = o if and 
only if aE M” but a B; MP for all p> a. 
6. PURE-INJECTIVITY 
If R is a valuation ri g, then the purity of a submodule N of M is defined 
by 
rN=NnrM for all r E R. 
This is equivalent to the conventional purity defined over arbitrary rings, ee 
Warlield [ 111. The definitions of pure-projectivity and pure-injectivity are 
obvious. 
As finitely presented mo ules over a valuation ri g are direct sums of 
cyclics (moreover, of cyclically presented ones, cf. Warfield [ 13]), and as 
pure-projectives are precisely thesummands of direct sums of finitely 
presented mo ules, from the results of Warfield [ 121 (cf. our Theorem 22) it 
follows that he pure-projectives are exactly the direct sums of cyclically 
presented mo ules. 
It is more difficult to describe thepure-injective modules over valuation 
rings. From Theorem 6of War-field [ 1 ]it follows atonce: 
LEMMA 9. Uniserial torsion modules over an almost maximal valuation 
ring are pure-injective. 
Since pure-injectivity is preserved un er taking products, we infer that 
products ofuniserial torsion modules over almost maximal valuation ri gs 
are pure-injective. 
For an R-module M and an element a E M, define 
g,(a) = (r E R j rx = a is not solvable in M}. 
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This is an ideal of R, and, for a regular r E R, rE g,(a) if and only if 
r-l G H,(a). It is immediate hat, for all a, b E 
g,(a + b) < HM(a) U HM(b). 
Therefore, theelements a of M with r?,(a) < 1, for any fixed ideal 1of 
form a submodule of M. It might be helpful tonote that I!IM(a) = I if a 
only if a E JA4 is equivalent to I< J if and only if a G!z is equivalent to 
J < I. 
The following simple lemma is technical. Recall that au~z~rrn module is 
one in which every submodule #O is essential. 
LEMMA 10. Let M be an R-module and O+ a E . There xists a 
submodule K of M with the following properties: 
(ij a@K; 
(ii> MjK is a uniform torsion R-module; 
(iii) 6TjMIK(a + K)= rl,(a); 
(iv> in case R is almost maximal, h ,K(a + K) is a nonlimit height 
and either h .&a +K)=h,(a) or h,,,(a +K)- = h,(a), 
Setting I = I?(a), we have a 6Z TM. Thus there is a K maximal with respect 
to the properties: IM < K and a 6? K. For such a K, both (i> and (ii) hold 
obviously, Manifestly, @a + K) < I?(a), whence @a + K) < 1 follows. If we 
had @a +K) < 1, then we would have a + K EI(M/K) = (IM+K) 
K/K> a contradiction; this establishes (iii). If R is almost maximal, then 
is embeddable inQ/K; thus it is uniserial andh(a + K) has to be a non-limit 
height. The rest follows from (iii). 
We can now prove just as for abelian groups: 
ROPOSITION 11. Every module over an almost maximal valuation ri g 
can be embedded as a pure submodule ina product of uniserial torsion 
modules, i.e., it is a pure submodule ofa pure-injective module. 
Given the module M, for every a# 0 in A4 select a submodule K(Q) as 
stated in Lemma 10, and embed A4 in IIM/K(a) in the canonical way (one 
component for each a # 0 in M). To see that his is an embedding as a pure 
submodule, note that if rx = b EM is solvabie in a), &en 
t- @ E?(b + K(a)> for all K(a); in particular, r @ I?(b +K(b) j, and so 
rx = b is solvable inM. 
THEOREM 12. Let R be an almost maximal valuation ri g. An
is pure-injective exactly ifit is a summand of a direct product of~~iserial 
torsion R-modules. 
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In view of Lemma 9 uniserial torsion R-modules are pure-injective, so the 
same holds for the summands of their product. Conversely, if M is a‘pure- 
injective R-module, then owing to the preceding proposition, M can be 
viewed as a pure submodule of a product of uniserial torsion modules. 
Evidently, M has to be a summand. 
The reader is reminded that, over any ring R, every R-module M has a 
pure-injective hull,i.e., a minimal pure-injective R-module containing M as a 
pure submodule (see Warfield [ 111). 
7. UNISERIAL PURE SUBMODULES 
From abelian group theory it is well-known that every non-zero Z,-module 
contains a non-trivial uniserial pure submodule. Unfortunately, thisno longer 
holds for modules over arbitrary lmost maximal valuation domains: a coun- 
terexample isgiven in Section 9.We discuss cases where the existence of 
uniserial pure submodules can be established. As the torsion-free cas is 
trivial, we concentrate on torsion modules. 
To start with, we prove a simple lemma (for the sufficiency, see Warfield 
[131). 
LEMMA 13. Let R be a valuation ring, M an R-module, and a E M. The 
submodule Ra is pure in M tf and only if a has a maximal annihilator among 
the elements ofa + PM. 
Suppose Ra is pure in M. If a + y (y E PM) satisfies r(a+ y) = 0, but 
ra # 0 for some r E R, then writing y = pz for some p E P, z E M, we obtain 
0 f ra = -rpz, contradicting he purity of Ra in M. Conversely, eta have 
maximal annihilator in a + PM. If Ra were not pure in M, then there would 
exist s, r E R with D(S) > v(r) such that 0# ra = sz for some z E M. Set 
s = pr (p E P), and observe that a- pz E a + PM is annihilated by r. By 
maximality, ra = 0, again a contradiction. 
In a torsion abelian group, an element of maximal order generates a 
summand. An analogous result is: 
LEMMA 14. Let R be a valua$ion ring and a an element of the R-module 
M whose annihilator is minimal in M. If Ann a is archimedean, then Ra is 
pure in M. Moreover, itis a summand whenever R is almost maximal. 
For the purity of Ra, it suffices to verify that ahas maximal annihilator in 
a + PM (cf. Lemma 13). Suppose that, for some Y E R and p E P, 
r(a + px) = 0 but ra # 0. By p E P and the archimedean property, we can 
choose an s E R so as to satisfy rsa # 0 and rspa = 0. As a has minimal 
annihilator in M, we must also have rspx = 0. But then rsa = -rspx = 0 is a 
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contradiction, establishing the purity of Ra in . As Ra is uniserial, the
second assertion f llows from Lemma 9. 
Now we wonder if a finitely generated R-module net sarily contains a 
t&serial pure submodule. The answer is YES, and this le s to the following 
result which shows a striking analogy with torsion-free ab han groups of 
finite rank. 
THEOREM 15. Let R be a valuation ri g and T a ginitely gePzerated 
modtile. Then there exists a chain of pure submodules 
0 = To < T, < . . . < T, = T 
such that each T,,,/Ti iscyclic. 
(I), 
The proof ollows War-field’s argument in Theorem 1 of [ 13 1, 
Let aj + PT (j = l,..., m) be a basis of the R/P-vector space T/PT. By 
Nakayama’s iemma, a, ,..., a, generate T. Clearly, Ann T = fl Ann aj, SD 
there xist aj which have the same annihilator as T, and at least one of them, 
say a,, cannot even be replaced byany element in its coset mod PT with a 
larger annihilator. Owing to Lemma 13, Ra, is pure in 7; and we set 
Induct on the number of generators, applying the induction 
hypothesis to T/T, and noting that pure submodules ofT/T1 have pure pre- 
images in T. 
is almost maximal, then Lemma 9 implies that afinitely generated R- 
module is a direct sum of cyclic R-modules (~a~~a~sky [4]). IfT is finite!y 
presented, then so are T/Ti; hence they are pure-projective and w conclude 
that finitely presented modules over valuation rings are direct sums of cyclics 
(Warhead [ 131). 
A result similar tothe preceding theorem can be established foranother 
class of R-modules: for submodules of finite direct sums of uniseriai 
odules. Bncase R is almost maximal, these modules are just IheJXte rank 
modules (an R-module is of rank n if its injective huhis the direct sum of 
fz ~~decom~osable injective modules; in other words, it has @oldie dimen- 
sion ). 
We start with a iemma which was proved by Salce and Zanardo 181; for 
the sake of completeness, herewe give aself-containe proof (based on their 
idea). 
LEMMA 16. Let M be a submodule ofthe direct sum e/! 0 .’ 0 UE oJ’ 
miseriaJ modules over a valuation ring R. Then one of Mi = Mn Ui 
(i = I,..., n) is pure in M. 
This is obvious if either n = 1 or one of Mi is 0 or Ui. 
assume that n > 2 and 0 < Mi < Ui for every i, and use induction n. If 
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none of Mi is pure in M, then there xist elements xiE M and ri E R such 
that 
rixi = a, E Mi, but a, & riMi (i = l,..., n).
Set xi = uil + ..a + uin(nii E U,); then riuii = a, and riuij = 0 for j# i. Let 
Rri > Rr, for all i. Then r,u,, = a,#0 and rnuin=O for i<n- 1 imply 
that uin = s!u,, for suitable siE R. Note that risiu,, = riuin = 0; hence r, 
divides risi, and so risiunj=O for all j<‘n - I. Thus risix, =0 for 
i<n--1. The elements yi = xi - six, (i= l,..., n - 1) of M’ = 
Mn(u,@-.. 0 U,-,) satisfy 
ri yi = rixi - risix, = ai E Mi = M’ n Ui. 
Induction hypothesis applies toM’: one of M1,...,Mn-i ispure in M’, i.e., 
aj E rjMj for some j < n - 1. This contradiction completes the proof. 
Note that in general, it is not possible totell in terms of the annihilators 
which of the Mi is pure in M (see Example 6 in [S]). However, if the 
annihilators of the elements ofUi are archimedean ideals, then M, with a 
maximal annihilator hasto be pure in M. 
We can now easily verify: 
THEOREM 17. Let T be a submodule of a direct sum U, 0 ... @ U,, of 
uniserial modules lJi over a valuation ring. Then there xists a chain (1) of 
pure submodules inT such that Ti, ,/Ti s uniserial foreach i. (Such aT can 
be called polyserial.) 
If U, n T= T, is pure in T, then T/T, is isomorphic toa submodule of 
U,@ *.a 0 U, (to the projection of T in this direct sum). An obvious 
induction completes the proof. 
An immediate corollary isthe following. This was announded by 
Fleischer [ 11; the first complete proof is due to Salce and Zanardo [8]. 
COROLLARY 18. A Jinite rank torsion module over an almost maximal 
valuation domain is the direct sum of uniserial modules. 
A word of warning should be inserted here about the relation between 
Theorems 1.5 and 17. In spite of what seems to be obvious, the former is not 
a special case of the latter; exceptions are the almost maximal valuation 
domains. In fact, if R is a domain but not almost maximal, then there xist 
finitely generated R-modules that are not submodules offinite direct sums of 
uniserial R-modules. As Q/R is not injective, th re xists a finitely generated 
submodule M in its injective hull which is not cyclic [3]. M cannot be a 
proper subdirect sum of a finite number of (uniserial) modules, ince finitely 
many nonzero submodules ofM cannot have 0 intersection. Usi gthis idea, 
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we can easily construct a finitely generated submodule T of .E(Q 
a chain (1) of pure submodules. 
We pian to return tothe study of polyserial modules in a s~bsc~~e~t 
paper. 
It is worthwhile recording another consequence of Lemma 16. Observe 
that, over an almost maximal valuation ri g, every torsion module of finite 
rank is pure-injective, so t is a summand whenever itis pure in a larger 
module. Interestingly, we canestablish something similar for arbitrary 
valuation ri gs. 
COROLLARY 19. A pure submodule of a direct sum of a finite number of 
uniserial modules over avaluation ri g is a summand. 
If M is pure in U, @ . . . @ U, = A with lJi uniserial, thenby Theorem 1’9, 
M is polyserial. An obvious induction shows that it suffices to prove the 
assertion f ra uniserial module M. Consider the projections 7~~:M-, Ui 
(i = I,..., n).It is clear that if one of them, say ?rj, isan isomorphism, thenin 
the above direct decomposition of A,Uj can be replaced by M. As is 
subdirectly irreducible, at ast one of rci has to be manic. Let 71: ,.,., 7tkbe 
manic and rk+, ..., rchave non-zero kernels. By way of contradi 
assume that none of ni (i < k) is onto, and select ui E Ui\@4 for i< k. 
any 0 # a f M such that it satisfies a E Ker zi (i > k f 1) whenever k <n. 
Write riUi = zia (ri ER, i< k), and suppose Rri < Rr, for i < k, say, 
ri=rksi (s,ER,i<k). Thenx=(s,u, ,..., s~-~u~-~~u~,O ,...,Q)EA satisfies 
rkx = a. But this equation has no solution n M (look at the kth projection), 
in contradiction to thepurity ofM in A. 
It follows atonce that a pure cyclic submodule ofa direct sum of 
(possibly infinitely man ) uniseriai modules over a valuation ring is a 
summand. 
We close this ection with ageneralization of Lemma 14; this gives a 
sufficient co dition f ra uniserial torsion module over an almost maximal 
valuation ri g to be a summand. 
PROPOSITION 20. Let R be an almost maximal valuation d main and T 
a torsion R-module. Suppose U is a uniserial submoduEe OJT such that 
Ann U = Ann T. 
If U is quasi-injective, then t is asummand of T. 
By Theorem 3, we have an isomorphism <: U-t J/I for submodules I < J 
of Q. As Q/I is injective, c extends toa homomorphism p:T-+ Q/I. If we 
had a t E T such that vt & Im r, then Ann U = Arm T would imply the 
existence of a u E U with Ann u < Ann t. Thus <u M rt can be extended to a
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homomorphism of J/I into Q/I. But J/I quasi-injective impli s that his must 
land in J/I, a contradiction. Consequently, nT= J/I, and thus there is a 
homomorphism T -+ U which is the identity on U. 
Notice that he quasi-injectivity of U is guaranteed whenever Ann U is an 
archimedean ideal of R (cf. Proposition 6 and note that Iis archimedean if 
so is 1: J), 
8. DIRECT SUMS OF UNISERIAL MODULES 
We plan to investigate dir ct sums of uniserial modules more extensively 
in a forthcoming paper. Here we restrict ourselves to two results. Oneis a 
generalization of some results in Section 7 to the countable rank case, while 
the other is concerned with the isomorphy ofdirect decompositions nto
uniserial modules. The latter is stated ina more general form than eeded 
here, but the proof does not require extra considerations for arbitrarily large 
direct sums. 
In the next assertion, c untable rank can be interpreted as countable 
Goldie dimension. 
THEOREM 21. Let R be an almost maximal valuation domain. A torsion 
R-module of countable rank is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only 
if it is the union of a countable ascending chain of pure submodules offinite 
rank. 
The “only if’ part being obvious, suppose M is a torsion R-module and 
M=UM,,whereM,~M,~...~M,~...,eachM,ispureandoffinite 
rank. By Corollary 18, each &, is a direct sum of uniserial torsion modules, 
so by Lemma 9, each M, is pure-injective. Cons quently, M, isa summand 
of M, and hence of M,, i, i.e., M , i = M, @ U,, , for some submodule 
u n+ r of M. Setting U,= M,, it is routine toverify that M= @ U, where 
each U, is a direct sum of uniserials ( s amodule of finite rank). 
Manifestly, he condition n the last theorem issatisfied if every finite rank 
submodule can be embedded ina finite rank pure submodule. 
Example 7 given in [8] shows that apure submodule ofa countable direct 
sum of uniserial modules need not be a direct sum of uniserial modules, even 
if its corank is one. 
Turning our attention t  modules which are direct sums of uniserial 
modules, wewish to show: 
THEOREM 22. Let R be a valuation ring and M a direct sum of uniserial 
R-modules U, (k E K), M = @ U,. Then every decomposition of M into the 
direct sum of uniserial modules is isomorphic tothis decomposition, and 
every summand of M is isomorphic to the direct sum of a subset of the U,. 
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We begin the proof with observing that results in[9] imply: 
LEMMA 23. Endomorph&n rings of uniseriai modules over valuation 
rings are local rings. 
Recall that an object A in an additive category ~8’ is called [countably] 
snaall iffor every morphism r,u: A + OkcK rW,, where k are objects of, 
there xists a finite [countable] subset K’ of K such at v factors throug 
0 keK’ M,. Finitely (countably] generated objects are always [ countably ] 
smali n a module category. 
eEMMA 24. Uniserial modules over any ring are co~~~a~~y small. 
It suffices to show that an uncountably generated uniserial module U is 
small. Suppose that U is the union of an ascending chain of cyclic 
submodules; without loss of generality, thischain can be assumed to be well- 
ordered with cotinality >wr (the first ~nco~~tab$e ordinal). Ii 
w: u-, OksK Mk, then q~ maps each of these cyclics into afinite direct sum 
of the M,. Cofinality >ol implies that w also maps U into a finite direct 
sum of the Mk. 
It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 22. Lemmas 23 and 24 
show that uniserial modules satisfy the conditions required for the 
application of Azumaya type results by Warfiei 
appeal to [ 12.1 completes the proof. 
9. A MODULE WITHOUT PURE UNISERIAL ~u~~o~uLE§ 
We wish to exhibit anexample for a torsion module that has no uniserial 
pure submodules #Cl. Surprisingly, the ring R can even be a maximal 
valuation domain 
Let R be any valuation domain whose value group r is a dense subgroup 
of the reals, uppose 1E r, and let X denote the set of elements ofr that 
belong to the interval [O, 11. For a positive element cx of I’, Y, will denote an 
arbitrary, but fixed element of R with v(r,) = a. Let C’, = rZa be a cyclic 
R-module generated byc, = 1 + Rrza ;clearly, Annc, = RrZa. 
We form the direct product 
which is a torsion R-module, and define a submodule A of T as follows. For 
all pairs a < ,8 in X, choose the element g,, E 7’ to be the vector whose COOT- 
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dinate in C, is (T~T;‘)c~ or 0 according as y satisfies a < y < /3 or not. It is 
straightforward to check the following rules for these g,,: 
g,, = g,, + rs r, ’gs, for a < 6 <P, (2) 
and for some unit uay of R, 
~CJy g,, = r2s g,L3 ify>2aand6=y--a. (3) 
In particular, ra +B g,, = 0, but clearly r8 g,, # 0 for 6 < a + /3. 
Define A as the submodule of T generated by all these g,,. Rule (2) 
permits us to write every element a E A in the form 
whereO=a,<a,< s.. < an = 1 is a partition of [0, I] with ai E X. Rule (3) 
shows that we can assume that for every i, either si = 0 or u(si) < 2a,_, . 
Under these assumptions, it is clear that 
a EA belongs to rA exactly if v(r) < v(si) for all si f 0. (5) 
Hence it follows at once that a E A belongs to rA if and only if it belongs 
to rT, consequently, A is a pure submodule of T. 
The following is crucial in the proof that A has the desired property. 
LEMMA 25. For every non-zero a E A, there exist r, s E R such that 
a G rA and OfsaEsrA. 
Write a in the form (4), where si # 0 implies v(sJ < 2a,_ 1. Let j be the 
largest index such that v(s~) = min{v(s,),..., v(s,)}. In view of (5), we have 
aEsjA, but a&rA for r=sjp with anypEP. We choose and fix a PEP 
subject to the conditions 
V(P) < aj - aj_i and V(P) < V(Si) - v(Sj) for i > j. 
Let s = r$_,sJ:l p be our choice for s; it belongs to R as v(s,~) < 2aj_i 
implies v(s) > 0. Consider the terms of sa. 
For i < j, SSi gai_,ai = 0, because V(ssi) > v(rij_,) = 2aj_l> v(r2ai_l). 
BY (3) we have ssj gaj_,aj = rij_,pgcrj_,aj= urzs g,,, with u unit, 
6 = aj_ 1 + U(P) < aj. Thus sa # 0, and SSj gaj_,aj E srA; note that v(sr) = 
2aj_l + h(p). 
For i > j, ssi g,i_,ai = r~j_,sJ:‘sipg,i_,,j again belongs to WA, because 
v(rzj_,sl:‘sjp) = 2aj_1 - u(sj) + V(Sj) + V(p) > 2aj-1 + h(p) = V(W). 
Consequently, sa E srA, as claimed. 
Suppose now that U is a uniserial R-module and r, s E R satisfy 
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0 # sa E srU for some a E U. We claim that hen a E i-U. Let 15 E U be such 
that sa =srb. If rb E Pa, i.e., rb= pa for some p E P, then ~(1 - p)a = 
sa - srb = 0 whence sa = 0 as 1 - p is a unit in D This is ~rnpossi~~e~ hence 
aERrb<rU. 
From this remark, if compared with Lemma 25, we conciude that the 
module A above cannot have any uniserial pure submodule fO. 
It is easy to see that A is not pure-injective. In fact, itis straightforward to 
find an x E T such that Ann(x + A) = P. Hence T/A has a non-trivial socle, 
while the socle of T is trivial, so A cannot be a summand of T, i.e., itcannot 
be pure-injective. 
Note that A is countabiy generated ifr is countable. 
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